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Extrinsic Calibration of an Eye-In-Hand 2D LiDAR
Sensor in Unstructured Environments Using ICP

Arne Peters , Adam Schmidt, and Alois C. Knoll

Abstract—We propose a calibration method for the six degrees
of freedom (DOF) extrinsic pose of a 2D laser rangefinder mounted
to a robot arm. Our goal is to design a system that allows on-site
re-calibration without requiring any kind of special environment
or calibration objects. By moving the sensor we generate 3D scans
of the surrounding area on which we run a iterative closest point
(ICP) variant to estimate the missing part of the kinematic chain.
With this setup we can simply scale the density and format of our
3D scan by adjusting the robot speed and trajectory, allowing us
to exploit the power of a high resolution 3D scanner for a variety
of tasks such as mapping, object recognition and grasp planning.
Our evaluation, performed on synthetic datasets as well as from
real-data shows that the presented approach provides good results
both in terms of convergence on crude initial parameters as well as
in the precision of the final estimate.

Index Terms—Calibration and identification, computer vision
for other robotic applications, range sensing, sensor fusion,
3D reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

EYE-IN-HAND sensors offer a great potential to mobile
robotics as they allow capturing of data that is not visible

to their static counterparts. Just imagine a service or logistics
robot detecting the contents of a shelf by simply scanning it
from top to bottom.

To make use of such scan data the relative pose of the sensor
to the robots end-effector needs to be exactly known. While
calibration is often considered a once-in-a-lifetime task there
are situations in which it is essential to be able to re-calibrate a
system on-site. If a system becomes uncalibrated after a repair,
a collision with its environment or other mechanical stress as
i.e. from transportation, the results of its processing of sensor
data can become worse or even useless. The consequences of
such a situation can reach from simple loss cost of time or money
over an abortion of mission in case the re-calibration cannot be
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performed on-site, up to a complete loss of the robotic system
if it gets stuck in a hostile surrounding.

Thus our goal was to design a calibration approach that
does not require any knowledge nor influence on the robots
environment. In detail our contributions are:

1) We present a simple approach to filter noise like reflections
or laser shadows from distorted scan data

2) We show an ICP variant to calibration the mounting pose
of a 2D lidar sensor on a robot arm – which is to our best
knowledge the first solution to this problem capable of
estimating the full 6 DOF pose of such an eye-in-hand
sensor without using an external calibration object

3) We demonstrate that our approach gives good results, both
in terms of convergence and precision by testing it on
multiple synthetic datasets as well as on real-data

II. RELATED WORK

The problem of calibrating eye-in-hand laser sensors is not
new. Especially with the size and price reduction of such de-
vices over the last decade many approaches for calibrating such
systems have been demonstrated. However almost all of them
rely on using known calibration targets and/or the known pose
of certain objects.

Wagner et al. [1] systematically move a triangulation based
2D laser scanner in x and y direction to find the tip of pin placed
next to the robot. In [2] the surface of a sphere is detected in depth
data and optimized for its center over multiple measurements
taken from different robot poses. In the works of Antone and
Friedman [3], a special calibration object is designed which
allows the estimation of all calibration parameters from a single
scan. Andersen, Andersen and Ravn [4] estimate the pose of a
statically mounted laser rangefinder by moving a board with a
cut-out triangle by a robot. The approach does not offer very
high precision, but works in the very limited space between the
sensor and a conveyor belt.

The PR2 calibration package [5] estimated the extrinsic po-
sition of a laser rangefinder installed on a tilting joint in the
robots torso by detecting a checkboard held by the robotic arm
in the lasers intensity data. By detecting multiple intersection
points on a known grid the approach allows not only to esti-
mate the transformation between the laser and the joint it is
mounted to, but also to optimize the whole kinematic chain of the
robot.

Scaramuzza, Harati and Siegwart [6] avoided the use of
calibration targets by working with manually annotated
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Fig. 1. Details of a 3D scan from of our laboratory. 1) Shows a crude initial guess for the extrinsic parameters, 2) is rendered using the results from our calibration
initialized with the guess from 1. The 3D scan in 3) is based on parameters from the CAD data of our 3D printed sensor mount.

correspondences to calibrate the extrinsic transformation be-
tween camera and a 3D laser scanner.

A full self-calibration similar to ours has been shown by [7]:
Sheehan, Harrison and Newman calibrate a system of three Sick
Lidar sensors revolving around a single axis by optimizing the
“crispness of corners” (squared Renyi entropy) in the resulting
point cloud of the fused measurements. One drawback of this
idea is the computational effort required to compute the residual
function, as computing the crispness requires a comparison
between every single measurement and all other points of the
dataset. Moreover, due to this limited motion pattern of the
sensors they were only able to estimate 4 DOF: As the sensors
only move in a plane it is impossible to calculate their position
along the rotation axis as well as the offset from the rotation
axis’ zero angle. [8] applied this approach to a laser following
a swiveling motion pattern [9]. On top they show that working
with a down-scaled copy of the original dataset gives the same
results as working with the full scan but requires less computing
time.

Also the use of the Iterative-Closest-Point (ICP) algo-
rithm [10], [11] for calibration purposes has been demonstrated
before. Many works use ICP to estimate the transformations
between multiple sensors by registering scan data [12]–[14].
[15] calibrates the pose of multiple lidar sensors mounted on

an excavator by matching the scan data against the CAD data
of the boom and shovel. Similar to us Alismail, Baker and
Browning [16], [17] use a point-to-plane ICP to estimate the
transformation between a rotating lidar sensor and it’s rotation
axis based on redundancies in the scan data. However, just like
Sheehan they worked with only one rotation axis. To get the full
6 DOF transformation to an additional camera they introduce a
planar calibration target, that can also be detected in the camera
images.

III. APPROACH

In our set-up we are working with a Hokuyo UTM-30LX
laser range finder attached to a KUKA LBR iiwa 14 robot arm
as shown in figure 2. This configuration enables us to use a
2D range finder for 3D mapping of the environment with the
flexibility of an eye-in-hand depth sensor for object detection
and grasping.

We assume that the robot arm as well as the lasers intrinsic
parameters are well calibrated. What is still missing is the
transformation T L→E between between the frames of the laser
rangefinder L and the robots end-effector E . T L→E is defined
by 6 DOF: the three translation parameters t = (x, y, z)T and
three rotation angles r = (α, β, γ)T around roll, pitch and yaw,
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Fig. 2. KUKA LBR iiwa robot arm with attached Hokuyo UTM-30LX
lidar sensor.

so that

T L→E =

[
ro
(
ez
L, γ
) · ro (eyL, β) · ro (exL, α) t

0T 1

]
(1)

where exL, exL and ex
L are the basis vectors of L and ro(a, ψ)

gives the angle-axis rotation matrix of ψ around a normalized
axis a:

ro (a, ψ) �→ (w1,w2,w3) (2)

with

w1

⎛
⎜⎝ cosψ + a2x (1− cosψ)

ayax (1− cosψ) + az sinψ

azax (1− cosψ)− ay sinψ

⎞
⎟⎠ , (3)

w2

⎛
⎜⎝axay (1− cosψ)− az sinψ

cosψ + a2y (1− cosψ)

azay (1− cosψ) + ax sinψ

⎞
⎟⎠ (4)

and

w3

⎛
⎜⎝axaz (1− cosψ) + ay sinψ

ayaz (1− cosψ)− ax sinψ
cosψ + a2z (1− cosψ)

⎞
⎟⎠ . (5)

Our idea is to take two 3D scans of the robots environment
from different robot configurations, each by revolving the last
joint of the robot from −90◦ to 90◦. As the laser has a viewing
angle of 270◦ a 180◦ rotation is sufficient to capture a full scan of
the surroundings. We then transform the scans to the coordinate
frame of the robot’s base B (see figure 3) and use the ICP
algorithm to find the optimal values for t and r to complete
our kinematic chain.

A. Initialization and Preprocessing

For each measurement at time twe know the measured depth
dt as well as the orientation θt around the lasers scanning axis

Fig. 3. Coordinate systems of our robot. Note that we compute the rotation
of the wrist joint separately so its orientation is neither included in T E→J

nor in T J→B .

ez
L allowing us to project the measurement to a point in L by

pLt =

⎛
⎜⎝dt cos (θt)dt sin (θt)

0

⎞
⎟⎠ . (6)

To fuse our measurements to a 3D point cloud we transform
all pLt to the frame of the last robot joint J via E :(

pJt
1

)
=

[
ro (j, ϕt) 0

0T 1

]
T E→JT L→E

(
pLt
1

)
(7)

where T E→J is the static offset between the end effector and ϕt

the angle of the joint axis j (in our case ez
J ). Unfortunately,

we do not get synchronized pose updates and depth measures
so we do not have a direct reading of the arms joint positions
for every t. In our setup pose updates are received at a rate of
100 Hz while the laser captures 40 scanlines, each with 1,080
depth measurements per second. However we are revolving with
a constant speed, so that we can solve this problem by linear
interpolation of the closest known angles. As the angles do not
change in the further process we save the interpolated values in
a vector φ.

As the environment has been recorded by spinning around
ez
L and j we can arrange our points in the resulting point cloud

P J along two indices along the axes:

P J =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

pJ0,0 . . . pJ0,jmax

...
. . .

...

pJimax,0
. . . pJimax,jmax

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (8)

where i and j are the nth measurement along θ and ϕ.
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Fig. 4. Noisiness value for false measurements caused by a projector and the
high gloss housing of a Kinect camera on the ceiling of our laboratory. Red is
highest noise.

By doing so we can estimate the surface normal ni,j for
every pi,j through the cross product of the differences with it’s
neighbors

ni,j = n
(
pi,j

) �→ c (ui,j , ri,j) + c (di,j , li,j)

‖c (ui,j , ri,j) + c (di,j , li,j)‖ (9)

with the vectors (up, right, down and left)

ui,j = pi−1,j − pi,j ,

ri,j = pi,j−1 − pi,j ,

di,j = pi+1,j − pi,j ,

li,j = pi,j+1 − pi,j (10)

and

c (a, b) =
a× b

‖a× b‖ . (11)

As a next initialization step, we build up a validity mask M
that indicates what points to exclude from the further process
with mn = 0 for points pn with invalid depth values, too little
intensity and/or missing neighbors for the normal estimation
and mn = 1 otherwise. We use a filter to mask points whose
probability to be outliers, reflections or “laser shadows” (depth
measurements that lie in the air between a foreground and a
background object; see Figure 4) exceed a certain threshold.
This “noisiness” of a point is estimated by

f
(
pi,j , r

)
=

s2 − s3
s1 − s3

(12)

with s containing the singular values of a row-wise matrix of
the neighboring points of pi,j in an r by r window (where r is
an arbitrary parameter).

To improve the numerical stability of solution we calculate
the scaling factor of P J1 based on our initial guess

s = size (P ,M) �→
∑n

i=0mi‖pi‖∑n
i=0mi

(13)

and use it to create two scaled copies QL
1 and QL

2 of PL
1 and

PL
2 :

qLi =
1

s
· qLi ∀qLi ∈ QL (14)

so that the average distance of all points from the origin be-
comes 1. We can stick with our initial s for all ICP iterations
as the calibration is meant to fine tune the laser pose which is
usually not more than a few centimeters off, and thus has almost
no impact on the overall dimensions of the point cloud. The same
scaling also needs to be applied to the transformations T J→B1

and T J→B2 :

T J→Bi,scaled = sc

(
T J→Bi,

1

s

)
∀i ∈ {1, 2} (15)

with

sc (T , f) �→
[
R ft

0T 1

]
∀T =

[
R t

0T 1

]
. (16)

AsT E→J is just a constant offset toT L→E , we can simplify the
problem by looking forT L→J instead. Moreover, we convert the
extrinsic parameters to s = 1/st and u = (ux, uy, uz)

T, where
u defines a rotation axis vector and it’s length indicates the
rotation angle, so that

tf (s,u) = T L→Jscaled = sc

(
T E→J ,

1

s

)
T L→Escaled (17)

with

tf (s,u) �→
⎡
⎣ro

(
1
‖u‖u, ‖u‖

)
s

0T 1

⎤
⎦ . (18)

Representing the orientation in Rodriguez notation has shown to
be numerically more stable than using Euler angles in our test.

B. Iterative Optimization

After all data has been initialized, we start an iterative op-
timization process which follows the common ICP procedure
of searching for point matches and minimizing the sum of the
error function over all matches by finding the best transformation
between the two scans as shown in Algorithm 1.

We begin the optimization loop by transforming both scaled
3D scans QLn|n ∈ {1, 2} to B(

qBi
1

)
= T J→Bscaled

[
ro (j, ϕi) 0

0T 1

]
tf (s,u)

(
qLi 1

)
.

(19)
After this we create a k-d tree [18] of all q1

b ∈ QB2 |m2
b = 1

and use it to find pairs 〈a, b〉 of closest neighbors for every q1
a ∈

QB1 |m1
a = 1. Similar to [19] two filters

f1(a, b) �→
{
1
∥∥q1

a − q2
b

∥∥ ≤ t1
0 else

(20)

and

f2(a, b) �→
{
1 n(p1

a) · n(q2
b) ≥ t2

0 else
(21)

are applied to mask matches between points that are too far
away from each other or have normals pointing into different
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Algorithm 1: ICP for Calibration.

Require: PL
1 and PL

2 along with φ1, φ2, M1 and M2

Require: Initial guesses t0 and r0
Require: T E→J , T J→B1 and T J→B2

Require: Stop threshold c
Compute PL

1 based on t0 and r0
s← size(P J

1 ,M1)
QLi ← 1

sP
L
i ∀i ∈ {1, 2}

Initialize s and u from T L→Jscaled

repeat
QBi ← T J→Bi ◦QLi ∀i ∈ {1, 2}
QBmasked,i ← removeMasked(QBi ,M i)∀i ∈ {1, 2}
D ← findMatches(QBmasked,1,Q

B
filtered,2)

f ← filter(D)
Dfiltered ← removeMasked(D,f)
e←remaining error after solving for mins∈s,u∈u

until |Δ[e/
∑

f∈f f ]| ≤ c
T L→J ← T E→J

−1
sc(T L→Jscaled, s)

Compute tfinal, rfinal from T L→J

return (tfinal, rfinal)
T

directions. The results are saved to a mask f with

fi = max (f1 (ai, bi) , f2 (ai, bi)) . (22)

We then define the cost for a match d by the point-to-plane
distance as initially suggested by Chen and Medioni [11] and use
the Levenberg-Marquard algorithm [20], [21] to find the optimal
values for s and u to minimize the cost

e = min
s∈s,u∈u

∑
d∈D

[(qBb − qBa)·n
(
qBa
)
]2|d = 〈a, b〉. (23)

We stop iterating once |Δ[e/
∑

f∈f f ]| reaches below a
threshold c.

C. Retrieving the Extrinsic Parameters

After the optimization loop we know s and u which parame-
terize T L→Jscaled. However we are looking for T L→E which we can
retrieve by

T L→J = T E→J
−1
sc
(
T L→Jscaled, s

)
. (24)

The final translation parameters t can now be read directly from
the transformation matrix while the angles of r can be computed
from its upper left rotational part.

IV. EVALUATION

Our algorithm has been tested on three synthetic datasets
and one real dataset recorded in our laboratory. The simulated
environments used for the synthetic datasets contain cubic rooms
with edge lengths of 5 m, 10 m and 20 m, similar to the ones
used in [8]. The robot is mounted at a position of 25 % of the
edge length in x and 33 % in y direction on a pillar 90 cm
above the ground. The 3D scans have been recorded from the
randomly chosen configurations shown in Fig. 5. We moved the

Fig. 5. Robot scanning poses for synthetic datasets.

robot joint with a speed of 0.1 rad/s resulting in around 377,000
depth measurements during a 180◦ revolution.

A. Convergence

We ran 100 tests on each dataset with a fixed number of
iterations. For every run we started with a random error of up
to 10 cm for each of x, y and z as well as up to 0.1 rad per
Euler angle. As shown in figure 6 all runs converged, however
the required number of iterations increase with the scale of the
room. The shown translational offset is computed by the l2 norm
of the offset along x, y and z while the orientation error is the
smallest possible angle between the combined rotation from α,
β, γ and the ground truth. In larger room sizes we can also
see quite common behavior for ICP implementations: A very
short offset in any of the angular parameters can tremendously
increase the cost for far distant points, resulting in excessive in-
fluence of those parameters during the optimization. On the 20 m
cube dataset we can see how the angular offset is continuously
decreasing while the translational offset is even increasing for
some of the first iterations. However once the angular error is
under control the linear parameters converge as well.

We ran a similar test with two real 3D scans of our laboratory.
To decrease the influence of distant points we cropped our point
clouds by masking all points with ‖pB‖ greater than 10 m. The
results in figure 7 show that the algorithm also converges on
complex, real-data but requires more iterations to do so. We
compared our results to transformation calculated from the CAD
data of our the 3d-printed sensor mount. However we need
to stress out that these values might also be incorrect due to
tolerances in production and assembly.

Our calibration converges to a solution with average offsets
of 21.1 mm in the estimated position and 0.012 rad (0.66◦) on
the orientation parameters. A direct comparison the 3D data
generated based on our results and parameters taken from CAD
can be found in figure 1.

B. Precision

To evaluate the precision of our method we re-ran it on our
synthetic datasets with different ground truth values for T L→E

as shown in figure 9. Each combination has been tested with
added Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of σ = 0.018 m
to our simulated depth measurements according to [22] as well
as without sensor noise. The initial guesses have been initialized
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Fig. 6. Development of the number of point matches and their average cost as well as orientation and position error over multiple iterations. For each dataset 100
test runs with randomized offsets on the initial guess have been performed. The values are taken after every iteration. The average cost for iteration 0 is based on
the matches of the first iteration before any optimization has been performed. The errors for iteration 0 show the initial guess.

by adding randomized offsets to the ground truth values as in the
previous experiments. We performed twenty test runs for every
scenario.

Overall we achieved an average position error of 10.6 mm
and 0.006 rad (0.34◦) of rotational offset with added noise and
7.3, mm and 0.005 rad (0.29◦) without. The worst case results
have been on the parameters set c1 in the 5 m cube dataset with
noise on a position error of 25.7 mm and an orientation error of
0.011 rad (0.64◦). The precision of our results is comparable to
the ones shown in [8] (worst case 23.7 mm position and 0.55◦

rotation error; no averages given) even though they calibrated

only four degrees of freedom and used a noticeably lower noise
ration of σ = 0.01 m.

Moreover the tests show that the effect of sensor noise on the
calibration result decreases with the size of the scanned scene.
Without noise there is almost no variance in the results causing
the boxes plotted in figure 8 to appear like bars.

C. Runtime

As shown infigure 10 the calibration needed on average
6.2 iterations and 200.9 s to find a solution on the synthetic
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Fig. 7. Convergence of calibration tested with two recordings of our labo-
ratory. The orientation and position errors have been calculated by comparing
our pose estimation to the CAD data of the sensor mount. Iteration 0 shows the
initial guess. The average cost for iteration 0 is based on the matches of the first
iteration before performing optimization.

datasets without noise and 14.2 iterations in 408.2 s with noise.
It is also visible that the runtime of the calibration on noisy
data decreases the larger the room gets: It went down from 17.6
iterations (485.2 s) in the 5 m room over 12.8 (399.0 s) in the
10 m environment to 12.2 iterations (340.3 s) on the 20 m room
datasets. One can also see that the number of point matches
has a measurable influence on the overall runtime: The test
runs with the mounting configuration c3 in which the robot arm

Fig. 8. Distribution of errors for multiple datasets. Every distribution shown
is based on 20 calibration runs with randomized initial guesses. We tested three
simulation environments (colors) with four different ground truth parameters
(pairs), each with and without noise (left entries per column are with noise, right
ones without).

Fig. 9. Parameter vectors ci used as ground truth for T J→E . c1 is based on
CAD model of our robot, c2 to c4 are based on c1 with random offsets.

Fig. 10. Average number of iterations, average number of valid points matches
per iteration and average runtime per calibration, each based on 20 runs per row.
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occludes large parts of the room were the fastest ones in every
environment.

The calibration on real data took on average 19.6 iterations
with a runtime of 685.0 s. All runtime benchmarks have been
performed by running a single core implementation on a Dell
XPS 15 9550 notebook (3rd generation from 2015) featuring an
Intel Core i7 6700HQ CPU and 16 GB of RAM.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an easy to use method for calibrating the ex-
trinsic pose of a 2D rangefinder mounted to a robot arm. The
approach works in unstructured environments without requiring
any external calibration targets, though complicated environ-
ments may increase the computing time as well as contain
local minima. It converges reliably—even with crude initial
guesses—and gives precise results for all six degrees of free-
dom, comparable to other state-of-the art approaches that only
work on a reduced 4 DOF complexity. As such it allows an
on-site self-calibration of eye-in-hand line-based depth sensors
to robotic actuators.

In our future work we plan to further investigate the time-wise
synchronization of sensor and actor. We are also planning on
testing our calibration method for other scanning patterns and
sensor types such as depth cameras and/or triangulation based
laser scanners. Even though filtering of invalid point matches
already allows to compensate for minor changes in the scene
the next challenge would be to enable calibration in dynamic
environments. Last but not least we are preparing a benchmark
to retrieve comparable results with some of the calibration
procedures discussed in section II. Even though we are still
working on the benchmark our first results indicate a correlation
between the number of measurements taken into account by a
calibration method and the precision of the results: Traditional
methods relying on only a few measurement points on a specific
calibration target are very prone to sensor noise and get clearly
outperformed by bundle adjustment approaches like [5], [8] and
ours.
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